NEW TRAVEL CARD
– NEW OPPORTUNITIES TO TRAVEL
On 1 October 2016, Sörmlandstrafiken is introducing a new ticket and payment system.
The system means several smart new improvements for our passengers. It also means
a few changes in how you travel, how you buy tickets,
and how much you pay for your journey.

Advantages of the Travel Card and
Mina sidor (My Pages)
Buy a Travel Card and charge it with Period Tickets or Travel
Funds (Reskassan). Or both. Travel Funds (Reskassan) are an
easy new way to charge your card via Mina sidor (My Pages).
You can add amounts of even 100 kronor (SEK 100, 200, 300
etc.) and then pay for your ticket from the funds when you
board the vehicle.
With Travel Funds, you can travel when and where you want
throughout the county. You can buy a Travel Card from our
shop at Eskilstuna Central Station, or from one of our agents
(agent addresses can be found on our website).

Register on Mina sidor (My Pages)

Register yourself and your card on Mina sidor (My Pages) to
access even more benefits. It is free of charge and very quick.
Go to sormlandstrafiken.se and get started straight away!

The zones determine how far
you can travel with your ticket,
and what the journey costs.

1. Charge your Travel Card online
When you have registered on Mina sidor (My Pages), the next step is to link your Travel Card
to your account. When the card is registered on Mina sidor (My Pages), you can charge it
immediately online, whenever you want, with any product or with Travel Funds. You can
also see your card balance and history.

2. Loss Guarantee
A card registered on Mina sidor (My Pages) is automatically covered by our Loss Guarantee.
This means that you can access your balance even if you lose your Travel Card.
You block the card yourself, and contact us to collect a new card containing all your
products. You will only need to pay the cost of a new card, which is SEK 20.

3. One account – several Travel Cards
On Mina sidor (My Pages) you can link several Travel Cards to your account. You can also
give the cards different names to keep them separate. Registering the cards on Mina sidor
(My Pages) is an easy way to manage several cards in one place.

Want to buy a one way ticket?
With a Mobile Ticket, you don’t need a Travel Card and you don’t need to register on
Mina sidor (My Pages). Download the app on your smartphone and buy tickets directly
on your phone.

Contact us
E-mail: kundservice@sormlandstrafiken.se
Phone: 0771-22 40 00
Visit us: Station360, Centralplan, Eskilstuna
More information can also be found at
sormlandstrafiken.se

